2002 4runner stereo

Remember Me? Site Navigation. Member's Picture Albums. I am on the fence. I am going to
replace all the stock speakers with new JL speakers along with a Sub and Amp. However I am
told different things from various installers in town. Some say replacing the speakers without a
new head unit or at least a digital processor is a complete waste of money. However, if I don't
use a digital tuner or a new head unit is this futile? Last edited by jjolles; at AM. I was debating
the same thing. I think you will notice a difference just replacing speakers with the factory head
unit and then amp sub makes a huge difference Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. You will
notice a huge increase in sound just replacing speakers. There is nothing wrong leaving the
stock head unit. Auntie Soshul. Opinions will vary. My SR5 came with the basic, non-nav,
non-touchscreen, non-Entune radio. I replaced the stock speakers within two months of buying
it. So I added a DSP and amp. Something was amiss in this setup, though, because the rear
channel kept coming and going. Recently, I replaced the factory radio with a Kenwood
double-din head unit, and removed the amop and DSP. I now have all the features I had before,
plus backup camera display, gauges and readings, and a ton of adjustments, including a band
equalizer the DSP only had 8 bands. The head unit has a max of 50 watts, and that's plenty of
power for me. If you want to add a sub, there are jacks on the back of the unit to do so. Again,
YMMV. As stated in another post, call Crutchfield. Originally Posted by Auntie Soshul. I put in
the Kenwood DDX I didn't need nav or the fancier touch screens. This unit has everything I
wanted and more. The iDatalink Maestro harness kept all the factory steering wheel controls,
backup sensor, aux port, and all else. It's pricey but worth it. I myself pulled out the factory
system. Crystal clear sound. But you could keep the factory head unit and use a DSP. Called
crutchfield. I will order everything except a new head unit. I will see how it goes. I can always
swap out the head unit later. Should be interesting. I also installed sound deadener. I wrote a
lengthy post about the process and my findings. Search it up and I think you'll have all your
questions answered. Originally Posted by jjolles. Last edited by rigtec; at PM. There should be a
"consolidated audio thread" I came across this same dilemma when I picked up my 16 TRD last
year. Maybe the best overall vehicle I have bought but the stereo is dreadful. I'm not obsessed, I
could have lived with the limited jbl setup but the one in the pro is horrendous. I was told the
same as you and there was even a thread or two where I consulted the stereo junkies here. It
also powers a dual 8" compact jbl sub box which fits perfectly in the rear behind the 2nd row
and really fills out the sound without taking much space at all. Then of course I sound deadened
all five doors. It was the definition of slippery slope I say either do likewise Think installed. I
think anything in the middle is money wasted. Honestly it depends on how much your willing to
spend and what you are looking for. I bought my Runner used and was planning on upgrading
prior to finding out that the dash speakers were replaced along with the rear tailgate. I have not
heard a complete factory system, but the infinity's I have in the dash do a good job but I feel
they could be so much better with a better signal. The headunit really is the weakest point in the
entire system. Trying to pull mids out out of the it without using party mode is impossible. I
debated going for the one of the processors. The down side to them is that your settings are not
at your finger tips and you have to run wires for everything. I've decided to commit to replacing
the headunit and add the maestro system to retain factory features. Its more expensive but
adjustments are at your finger tips and the aftermarket interfaces are more user friendly. Well I
ordered everything I believe I need. Made an appointment for next week to take in my TRD for
the install. Here is what I ordered. Picked up online for a huge discount since newer model is
coming out in a few days. Hertz HCX Coaxial for rear doors 3. Hertz HSK 2 way Components for
front 4. JL Audio 10 inch Sub in a sealed box for the cargo area 5. Will try to install under seat
but may just mount behind 2nd row. Amp wiring Kit and sound deadening material for the
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